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Whaf Doe1 We1fetn ()o? 

Look for Oil and Gas Traps 

Bv Seismic Reflection . Method 
Contributors: 

Story 
C.H. Savit 

Art 
Mark Delaquai:ze 

This article is intended to help explain some of the 
fac tors involved in looking for oil and gas resources. 
Geologists and geophysicists may object to some of m y 
simplifications and omissions, but I have not tried to 
be precise. I have tried only to be clear. If enough 
readers are interested, we shall plan a series of similar 
articles on some of the special things that we do . 

MANY WESTERNERS are highly skilled technical ex
perts, and quite a few are numbered among the 

world's top experts in their fields; but in today's compli
cated civilization, it is becoming more and more difficult 
to keep up with what even our own co-workers are doing. 
This article is intended for those in Western (and for 
families and friends) who may wish to know more about 
our main activity-reflection seismic exploration . 

Millions of years ago the eroding action of 
moving waters-rivers, floods, currents, and 
tides-washed sands and muds away from the 
land and brought them to rest in alternat• 
ing layers on the bottom of an ancient sea. 
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In seismic exploration we try to find out as much as 
possible about layers of the earth deep under the surface. 
We make maps or charts that will help our clients deter-

mine where oil, gas, or other resources are most likely 
to be found. 

Why Oil and Gas Are Underground 

Over the years geologists have discovered that in most 
parts of the earth the land is made up of many layers of 
rock that have been laid down one after another in ancient 
seas. Some of those layers are made up of grains of sand 
that have formed into a porous rock, which can soak up 
liquids like a very hard sponge. Other layers are the result 
of mud, clay, or silt deposits that have squeezed together 
to form solid rocks through which liquids cannot pass. 

When these deposits were originally laid down millions 
of years ago, the layers were flat and level. If we could 
have sliced through the earth then , we would have seen a 
stack of flat layers much like a giant layer cake. At that 
time many of these layers not only were made up of sand 
or silt, clay, and mud but included a mixture of sea 
water and the remains of enormous amounts of marine 
plant and animal life. 

During the millions of years that have passed since 
these materials were laid down, most have changed in sev
eral important ways. The plant and animal remains have 
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slowly changed into oil and natural gas . The pressure of 
millions of tons of additional deposits laid down in later 
ages has squeezed the liquid out of the mud, clay, and silt. 

After- being pushed and pressed for millions 
of years, the layers of mud and sand have 
changed into shale and sandstone and were 
forced into shapes. These shapes include 
traps shaped like inverted bowls or wedges. 

Those muds, clays, and silts have been compressed to 
become the rock that we call shale. The loose sands, being 
made up of much larger particles or grains than the muds, 
clays, and silts, do not squeeze up into a solid mass but 
instead become hard sandstones. 

Generally those liquids from the muds and silts that 
have not been squeezed completely out to the surface 
can become trapped in the pores of the sandstone. Because 
oil and water usually do not mix, any oil that has formed 
in or with the trapped sea water will gradually separate 
out. The salt water, being heavier, settles to the bottom 
of the sandstone layer while the oil, being lighter, flo ats 
to the top. If gas has also formed, it will, of course, float 
on top of both the oil and the water. 

Why the Oil or Gas Collects in a Few Places 

Of the changes that take place over the millions of 
years of geologic time, one kind of change makes it possi
ble for us as a geophysical company to make a major 
contribution to the practical business of actually finding 
useful amounts of oil and gas. This change is the kind 
that is visible to us in the formation of mountains and 
valleys, which we sometimes feel as earthquakes and 
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which generally produce all of our interesting landscape 
features. These features arc the result of enormously strong 
but extremely slow forces that squeeze and stretch, tear 
and slide entire continents. 

Under the influence of these slow, steady forces and 
movements, the original rocks have changed from a neat, 
orderly stack of horizontal layers into all sorts of irregular 
shapes. They are torn apart, and some parts have been 
moved far away from their original locations. In all of 
this pushing, bending, and tearing some few areas in the 
layers have taken on the shapes of containers. Some are 
bowl-shaped, some are like wedges, some are even dough
nut-shaped. The only ones that interest us, however, are 
those that are upside down. If we were looking for the 
heavier liquids, like water, we would be interested in 
containers that are "right-side-up," that is, ones that are 
open on top and closed on the bottom. We are not in
terested in drilling for salt water, however; we want the 

Salt water, oil, and gas, squeezed out of 
old muds and silts, collect in a sandstone 
trap with the gas on the top, the oil next, 
and the water at the bottom. Because the 
shale above the sandstone is not porous, 
neither the gas nor the oil can seep out. 

lighter liquid, oil, which floats to the top, and we want 
the gas, which is even lighter. So we want to find upside
down containers, containers open on the bottom and cfosed 
on top. In this kind of container we could reasonably 
expect to find oil and gas neatly trapped because, being 
lighter, they would collect in the closed top. Usually, 
however, when we talk about rock layers shaped so as to 
be favorable for the collection of oil and gas, we do not 
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speak about "containers"; we call such places "traps." 
Not all traps contain oil or gas; in fact, most do not. 

All commercially useful deposits of oil or gas, however, 
have been found in some kind of trap. 

Hunting Oil or Gas Traps 

Fifty years ago geologists looked for oil (they did not 
particularly want gas in those days) by trying to find indi
cations on the earth's surface of upside-down container 
shapes, that is, traps, underneath. At first they could 
find gently rounded hills that were, in fact, indications 
of an upside-down bowl of shale-covered sandstone. Soon 
all of the likely hills had been drilled, and the geologists 
began to study the locations and directions of rock layers 
that they found exposed or could uncover near the surface. 
From such information and a good knowledge of the ways 
in which earth layers can be deformed, the geologists 
could work out likely locations of underground traps. 

Time and the needs of civilized man for huge quantities 
of fuel have used up most of the oil and gas that could 
be found from surface geology. Over the past 50 years, 
geophysicists have increasingly searched for underground 
traps. The method most relied upon , and the one that 
Western uses in nearly all of its work, is the seismic 
reflection method . 

While the seismic reflection method has become ex-
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tremely sophisticated and uses the world's most advanced 
technologies, the basic idea is quite simple. We make a 
powerful sound at the carth' S' surface and wait for an 
echo to bounce back from a buried rock layer. We measure 
the time elapsed between sending out the sound and the 

return of the echo. If the buried rock layer is in the 
shape of an upside-down bowl (that is, if it is a buried 
hill) , then the echo takes less time when we are over the 
top of the bowl than when we are off to any side. 

Today we make millions of such sounds each year. 
Echoes come back to the surface from not one but hun
dreds of underground layers and are typical ly picked up 
by 48 separate clusters of microphones, which we usually 
call hydrophones in water or geophones on land. 

Because we record the sounds we pick up on computer 
tape, Western is now the world's second largest consumer 
of computer tape (only the United States government 
uses more) , and we own and operate about 25 million 
dollars worth of electronic computers to sort out all of 
the information and make it useable. 

But Where Is the Oil? 

In all of our work we at Western do not find oil or 
gas. We only furnish our clients the best possible informa
tion from which they can decide where to drill. Only when 
an actual hole is drilled into a " trap" discovered by the 
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reflection seismograph do we know where in the trap 
the oil or gas is located. Usually it takes several wells 
to find out how much there is, or if there is any at all. 
Oil and gas companies use our services because the 
information we supply can save them the cost of drilling 

Because the top of a bowl-shaped trap (usu
ally called an anticline) is nearer to the 
surface than any other part, less time is 
necessary for the echo to return from the 
top than from a point away from the top. 

many useless "dry" holes. As time goes on, the cost of 
drilling holes is increasing faster than the cost of geo
physical exploration, and so our services are likely to be 
even more in demand in the future. 

In 1973 we introduced a new kind of seismic processing 
called the RAP® process, by which we make seismic data 
yield some information as to whether a trap might or 
might not contain gas. Under the right conditions, the 
RAP process produces what has become known as a 
"bright spot." A bright spot indicates that it is more likely 
than usual that gas is present. We still cannot be absolutely 
sure about the presence of gas, and the method has not 
been particularly useful in producing information about oil. 

Western research and development groups are working 
on a whole series of new techniques to give our clients 
more and more information. We can expect that within 
a few years we should be able to use new versions of the 
seismic reflection technique to say with reasonable con
fidence whether there is a commercial amount of oil or 
gas in some kinds of traps. Someday we may even be 
able to predict accurately what the drill will find. 
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Versatile1 Compact 

minicomputer Takes 
Processing to Field 

Contributors: 
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Juan Vallhonrat 

To MEET the growing need for seismic processing capa
bilities located nearer to the recording site, Western 

and Digital Data Systems (DDS) have developed the 
PRE/ SEIS™miniprocessor. This system was designed with 
both land and marine processing requirements in mind. 
It can be dispatched to almost any location to service one 
or several land crews, or it can be installed on any of the 
larger seismic vessels to process data at sea concurrent 
with the recording operation. 

In the system's design, constraints of compactness and 

In a weekly design meeting the PRE/ SEIS software group discusses 
minicomputer programming. They ore, from the left : Programmers 
Jock Andrews, Corl Wetiel, Glenn Walker, and Jim Lee; Pro· 
ject Manager Juan Vallhonrat; Programmers Poul Perry, Patricio 
Varnum, and John Willmon; and Field Service Engineer Bob Bass . 

Field Service Engineer Ray Taylor (left) a~d 
Instrument Supervisor Leo Snowman test a disc 
before they install it in the miniprocessor . 
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Programmers James lee (left) 
and Glenn Walker use the 
dual CRT terminals of Hou· 
ston's DGC NOVA 840 computer 
to develop PRE/ SEIS software. 

Computer Operator Manager 
Bob Malnory verlflH a PRE/SEIS 
printout while proce11in9 on 
the new minicomputer system. 

6 

One of the PRE/ SEIS systems 
installed in the Houston dig
ital center is run by Computer 
Operator Manager Bob Malnory. 

portability had to be met without sacrificing the gains 
in precision that are afforded the industry by modern 
instruments and floating-point recorders. This consideration 
led to the choice of a remarkable device manufactured 
by ESL, Incorporated, in Sunnyvale, California. The de
vice is called ASAP™, which is short for Advanced 
Seismic Array Processor. The ASAP unit works in con
junction with a NOVA® 800 computer to provide fl oating
point computations at speeds competi tive with those 
available in the large computers. The result is that the 
only thing "mini" about the PRE / SETS system is its 
physical size. 

The equipment is usually arranged so that a "control 
station" is provided by placing the electrostat ic printer/ 
plotter, the card reader, and the CRT (cathode ray tube) 
keyboard on a desk about eight feet long. The processor 
portion of the system consists of the NOVA computer, 
the ASAP unit with its own memory, four tape drives , two 
tape controllers, and three fixed-head disks of one million 
words each. It is packaged into four two-feet-wide frames 
that usually form an "L" with the control station. Thus , 
the entire PRE/ SEIS unit can fit into a room of sev
eral hundred square feet with space left for an adequate 
work area. 

The PRE/ SEIS computer has in common with the large 
computers the fact that it cannot think for itself. It will, 
therefore, take on the personality and geophysical expertise 
imparted to it by Juan Vallhonrat and the software devel
opment group under his supervision. T he initial effort 
of this group was to produce an operating system for the 
PRE/ SETS computer. T he system is designed to assure 
that the computer will move smoothly and automatically 
through a sequence of processing steps described to it on 
punched cards prepared by a geophysical analyst. Eventu
ally named "SEIS II," this system is complete, and the 
list of application programs it supports offers the user 
a wide range of options in treating his particular seismic 
processing si tuation. In this regard, it is noteworthy that 
the programming structure follows closely that of the 
IBM systems so that the experience gained by Western's 
geophysical analysts in the established digital centers will 
transfer to usage on the PRE / SETS system. 

In meeting the requirements of computational precision, 
capacity to handle large volumes, and compatibil ity with 
existing systems, the PRE / SETS units become an econom
ical alternative to certain of the large computers being 
used within Western. The economy of reduced initial cost 
is further enhanced by the practicality of in-house main
tenance. The PRE/SEIS units are assembled and checked 
out by DDS and Western personnel, and major compo
nents of the system are the same as those used in the 
COBA® line of field systems presently being maintained 
by Western 's field services group. Thus, the new sys tem 
is expected to fit into Western's activities in various ways 
and in all areas of the world. 
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Situated at the entrance to Ciudad del Carmen, Mexico, Party 
76A's area of operations, this statue stands 5 feet high and is 
made of brass. Two attempts to steal the "Golden Shrimp," symbol 
of Carmen's prosperity, and sell it as valuable scrap metal failed. 

party 
pickings 

PARTY 76A-LAGUNA DE TERMINOS, MEXICO .. . 

WILLIAM DILLON and ALFREDO SAUSSOTTE, 
Reporter-Photographers 

Party 76A began operations in September 1974 and 
since that time has undergone numerous changes that have 
made it one of the most interesting seismic operations. 

Beginning in the small Mexican pueblo of Santana in 
the autumn of 197 4, the crew has shot its way south and 
east through the lagoons of Carmen, Mechona, and 
Mecoacan. At the writing of this article the prospect of 
Laguna de Terminos is almost finished, and then the crew 
will move north to Tampico to shoot the waters of 
Tamiahua. 

The crew arrived in Ciudad del Carmen in the state 

of Campeche ready to start work in one of the largest 
la.goons in Mexico. Carmen is situated on the Island of 
Carmen, which extends some 35 kilometers (22 miles) 
in length by approximately three kilometers ( 1.9 miles) 
in width. On the leeward side is the prospect, Laguna 
de Terminos. 

Laguna de Terminos is a body of shallow water of 
enonnous size. The semi-circular lagoon has two exits 
to the Gulf of Mexico, one at either end of the Island of 
Carmen. Stretching more than 60 kilometers (37 miles) 
long and spanning over 35 kilometers (22 miles) in 
breadth, it is truly an awesome sight. Because of its rela
tive shallowness, a depth of 20 feet on the average, the 
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Above-Mechanic Harvey Whiteman 
(blond) and national helpers pre
pare to leave for the line in "Moby 
Dick," Party 76A's buggy. The ri
ver in the center is the lagoon 
entrance, and beyond the trees is 
the lagoon proper, Laguna de Ter
minos. Left- Half of the 76A cable 
crew takes off for the lagoon line. 

Left - On the line, Observer Bill 
Dillon oversees the placing of the 
instrument boat (left edge) during 
a move-up. The tarpaulin over the 
back of the large boat protects it 
from the foul weather. Below -
"Moby Dick" shoots in Laguna de 
Terminos, on Mexico's eastern coast. 
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Mechanic Harvey Whiteman (back) readies "Moby Dick" for a shot 
point with Mechanic Lorenzo R. Mendez (right) and loca l helper. 

La Pesquera, fondly referred to by the crew as "Pesky," 
is located 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) outside of the city. 
It encompasses 64 acres of coconut groves. Pesky, which 
was found in March by Party Manager GEORGE EGGLE
STONE, affords the camp a sheltered entrance to the 
lagoon. Each morning finds GEORGE pacing the dock, 
inspecting Party 76A's fleet of diversified floating equip
ment, and muttering, "When can we leave? When can we 
leave?" Observer BILL DILLON, scrambling between, over, 
and around a labyrinth of cables, assures GEORGE that all 
is well by saying, "We'll handle it, GEORGE ." As the crew 
finally leaves, one can see GEORGE head towards the 
kitchen to replenish his bottomless cup of coffee. 

The prospects have been unusual in that several sources 
have been used. Since the majority of the prospects contain 
lines in the lagoon, the backbone of the shooting system 
has been the infamous "Moby Dick," an innovation of 
Supervisor W. E. (BUCK) FLEMING. "Moby Dick" is a 
buggy on which a compressor is motinted, providing pres
sure for the airgun. The airgun is lowered into the water 
at each shot point. 

New Zea.lander HARVEY WHITEMAN, the original 
"KIWI," and Californian MARK PETRIK are the mechanics, 
and both have their share of a day's workload. HARVEY, 

l eft- Party 76A's ca mp, " Pesqu era," is a coconut grove. Staff 
dining room {rig ht) and sleeping vi sible. Ju nior 

who has been on the crew from the start, takes great pride 
in keeping the monstrous 20 tons of shooting machinery 
in running condition. MARK, an addition to the crew when 
he returned from Peru, has his hands full maintaining the 
crew's trucks and land vehicJes and a mountain of outboard 
motors . Both MARK and HARVEY exchange time main
taining "Moby Dick," and things tend to become slightly 
hairy whenever either of them goes on break. 

The navigation system is co-ordinated by Head Surveyor 
KTRK ULBRICHT. His assistant, JOSE TOMAS GARCIA TRU
JANO, leads the way to placing buoys and determining 
line locations . When KTRK and JosE are not skimming 
across the lagoon on their colorful catamaran, they may be 
found processing field notes in their appropriately named 
office, "El Intimo" ("The Intimate") . 

Following in the wake of the survey catamaran, two 
locally acquired, suitably mod ified shrimp boats laden 
with bay cables start to lay the line. The recording vessel, a 
35-foot boat, houses the "Casa Blanca" (recording set-up). 

The "Casa Blanca" is staffed by Canadian Observer 
BILL DILLON, Colo bian Junior Observer CARLOS ZABA
LETA, Ecuadorian u . r bserver NESTOR VILLACIS, and 
Mexican J uni F 00. s ROMEO ALAMILLA. BILL 
and CA 

Party Manager ALFREDO SAUSSOTTE, also recently up 

Observer Jose Ala milla is pla yi ng with a land cra b. Right-A 
view of " Pesq uera" shows the party manage r' s office on t he left . 

Surveyor Kirk Ulbricht prepares to leave 
for work aboard Topo One, Party 76A's 
survey boat, in the swamps of Mexico. 

from Peru, ably assists GEORGE; and between the two of 
them they maintain a high degree of morale and a good 
working atmosphere for the crew. To help out in the 
administrative department, LUIS HERRERA and VICTOR 
MUNOZ are always at hand to fill in. GEORGE and AL are 
also aided by CESAREO SUAREZ, who takes a large burden 
of the workload from the party managers by handling 
the financial side of the operation. 

One of the crew's oft-told stories deals with a chilly 
midnight adventure. Starting out from the work area for 
camp, approximately 30 kilometers (18.6 miles) away, 
in rough seas, five crew members and one field technician 
found themselves lost in the lagoon late at night. Navi
gating by the stars, helmsman GEORGE EGGLESTONE finally 
encountered land after five hours of wallowing in the 
lagoon. Cold, tired, and hungry, they found themselves 
still 35 kilometers (22 miles) away from camp without 
transportation-and with one very anxious technician. Fi
nally, arriving in camp by taking a local bus and then a 
taxi from the bus station to camp, five of the weary 
wanderers sat at the kitchen table sipping hot coffee at 
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Working under the watchful eyes of Ob
servers Carlos Zabaleta (standing, left) 
and Bill Dillon (right), the cable crew 
of Party 76A is checking over the cables. 

Assistant Party Manager Alfredo Sausotte of Party 76A is giving 
instructions to the crew by radio from his tent in "Pesquero." 
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Emerging from a tent, Party 76A Observer Carlos Zabaleta, from 
Colombia, prepares to leave for work with his lunch and coffee. 

3 A.M., still wearing their life jackets. As for the techni
cian, he decided to forego further adventure for tamer 
technical work. 

I~ the evening, the crew is regularly found in the city, 
havmg been forced out of camp by the overwhelming 
numbers of mosquitoes, scorpions, and "no-see-urns" that 
coconut groves have a knack of producing. After re
plenishing our stamina, we wearily drive home and await 
the onslaught of yet another day's work in the beautiful 
Mexican swamps. 

PARTY 61-STAVANGER, NORWAY ... 

RICHARD C. RAINWATER, Reporter 
IAN HENDERSON, Photographer 

The sights of many ports have passed Party 61 since 
our last report. We are presently operating out of Stav
anger, Norway, where we have been since April. The 
summer months have given us some sunshine, which every
one always enjoys. The rain and wind persist periodically 
during the summer, however, and one can never plan too 
far ahead to take advantage of sightseeing trips in the 
beautiful high mountains of Norway because of the abrupt 
changes in weather conditions. 

We were fortunate on July 3 that the sun was shining 

12 

brightly when Stavanger celebrated the 850-year anni
versary of its founding as a city. Many celebrities were 
present, including the King of Norway and several senators 
from the United States. Among them was Senator Hubert 
Humphrey, who told us that his grandmother was of 
Norwegian ancestry. The celebrations continued well into 
the night. 

-

The view of the harbor in Stavanger, Norway, from the city cen
ter is a common sight for Party 61 members, based in Stavanger. 

Another notable event took place on July 4: Junior 
Observer ROBERT PRELLER married a beautiful Norwegian 
girl named MARIT BRACKKE , whom he met last year whi le 
Party 61 and thePolarhav were working out of Trondheim, 
Norway. The couple honeymooned in the high mountains 
of Norway and returned to Trondheim, where they are 
now making their home. 

Party 61 Manager Richard C. Rainwater (left) discusses shipments 
from the United States with our agent representative in Norway . 

Top left-Seen from the entrance to the main harbor, Stavanger 
shows its modernity with tall, many-windowed buildings and 
construction equipment. Top right-This view of the harbor shows 
a monument in the center, and lo the left is the Nordzee, the 

CRAIG MILNE, our head co-ordinator, was honored i 
a dinner and dance during a port call at Aberdeen, Scot~ 
land, where he was presented with his 10- e r Service 
Pin by Party Manager RICHARD c. R IN ATER. AIG'S 
attractive wife, HAZEL, was also prese)!t at he award cere
mony. CRAIG and HAZEL are now in the process of bui1ding 
their new home in Aberdeen. Both are from Scotian . 

Party 61 has had many personnel changes in ec nt 
months, losing some members to crews in other p rts of 
the world and gaining new ones from many d"ffere places. 
We welcomed two experienced assistant co- rdinators in 
the forms of Do BRUCKSHAW and MIKE ~ AZ ~ . Their 
able assistance was a relief during the Jg g days of bad 
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world's most powerful tugboat. Bottom left-Stavanger's busi
ness district has offices and luxurious hotels. Bottom right
Stavanger's market, typical of many in Norway, is open six 
days a week with a good selection of locally grown fresh produce. 

weather in the North Sea. DON picked up where he left off 
several months ago when he worked in the North Sea with 
anot er crew. He spent the months between in Africa. 

Obscr er ROBERT EASTCROFT continues upward, offer
i\lg hi assistance when needed to Ron ERT PRELLER and 
f,lel er LAN BIRKETT. These three men have had a lot 
of res o sibility during the past few months in training 
new perso el. Helper NEIL MCWILLIAM has caught on 
quickly to th seismic work after being hired in Aberdeen 
during the first part of the year. Helper WILLIAM L. 
(WILLY) PRIESTER has returned to Party 61 after spend
ing some time on a crew in Africa. He has a lot of experi
ence in the North Sea, and his return was a great asset. 

13 
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Below-Assistant Party 61 Manager Warwick Wilks (from the left), 
Co-ordinator Craig Milne, Party Manager Richard Rainwater, and 
Assistant Party Manager John Treloar relax after a small cere
mony for the presentation of Craig's 10-Year Service Pin in 
Aberdeen, Scotland. Right-Wiili a pleased smile, Craig accepts 
the 10-Year Service Pin from Richard as his wife, Hazel, stands 
by his side. The Milnes are building their new house in Aberdeen . 

Helpers ROBERT COOK, IAN RAILTON, and IAN HENDER
SON have been with the crew for a few months now and 
have seen several ports up and down the coast of Norway 
as well as the Shetland Islands. For some reason they all 
want to go back to Esbjerg, Denmark-and I doubt that 
loading powder is what they have in mind. We were all 
sad to see Gunner OWEN WELLS leave us at the end of 
summer to return to school. Hope to see him back 
next year. 
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Observer Bob Eastcroft (right) seems to be trying all means to 
convince Assistant Ca-ordinator Don Bruckshaw that he took care 
of things while Don worked with another Western crew in Africa . 

Dallas Leary, cook for Party 61 on the Po/arhav, wonders why he 
got up at S A.M. to cook breakfast and no one showed up to eat 
it! Most meals on the ship, however, draw very good attendance. 

Our navigation department took on new personnel dur
ing the last few months. Navigation Engineer PHIL HARRIS 
was married in the States during his vacation and later 
moved to the Houston Jab, where he works as a geo
physical technician. PHIL and MARY are now making their 
home in Houston. Everyone from Party 61 sends regards 
and best wishes. Navigation Engineer IAN JAMES arrived 
from Party 63 to help keep tlil e Phase 4 system running 
smoothly. New bire Gn:. B&RT LAYSHO K, assistant navi
gation engineer, joined us and bas caught on fast. Still 
another new face to this rew was Assistant Navigation 
Engineer JOHN T ERJU G, who came from Singapore. 
Chief Navigator MILES CLARKE continues to lock in those 
birds and keep the ship on course. He has been a great 
asset in more ways than one. Last, but not least Naviga
tion Engineer CHARLES M NN keeps things ti y in the 
Sat-Nav room and always has a watchful eye on the 
equipment. 

Our cooking department needs little mention-words 
cannot express our gratitude to Head Cook ALEX MILNE, 
from Scotland; Cook DALLAS LEARY, from Australia; and 
Cook's Helper BILL BECKHAM, from England. The Nor
wegian crew, as well as the Western crew, is always happy 
to find a clean galley and well-balanced meals in a con
sistent style. ALEX has also offered his professional advice, 
when asked, to other crews and cooks in the area. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Not enough can be said about Captain OTTAR BRANDAL 
and his experienced North Sea crew. He continues to 
keep his men and ship in the best of order. Everyone was 
glad to see the return of First Mate "OvE" after being 
away for 10 months to captains' school. 

Supervisor HILTON MACRAE visited the crew during 
May; and since then Manager of Operations J. P. (JIM) 
DENNISTON, Vice President D. S. (DAMIR) SKERL, and 
Supervisor J. P. (JoE) SAL TAMACHIA have been our 
guests. We were very pleased to see Radio Engineer 
KELVIN (RADIO WHIZ) BROWN and Technician BILL 
QUINLAN arrive on Party 61 to sort out our ground prob
lem with the Decca MainChain navigation system. 

WARWICK (WALLY) WILKS returned in June after 
spending April and May on Party 83 as head co-ordinator. 
This time, though , WALLY was back in the position of 

Above-Junior Observer Bob Preller (from the 
left), Digital Technician Craig Pudsey, Observer 
Bob Eastcroft, and Helpers Owen Wells, Bob 
Cook, and Neil McWilliam smile for the cam· 
era in Stavanger. Right-Assistant Co-ordina
tor Mike Lacaze (seated) teaches Helper 
Robert Cook how to read a 48-trace camera 
printout on board Party 61 's ship, Po/arhav. 
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Testing Po/arhav's DDS 888 system are Digital Technician 
Craig Pudsey (left) and Digital Operator Coleman Twohig. 
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physical technician. PHIL and MARY are now making their 
home in Houston. Everyone from Party 61 sends regards 
and best wishes. Navigation Engineer IAN JAMES arrived 
from Party 63 to help keep tlil e Phase 4 system running 
smoothly. New bire Gn:. B&RT LAYSHO K, assistant navi
gation engineer, joined us and bas caught on fast. Still 
another new face to this rew was Assistant Navigation 
Engineer JOHN T ERJU G, who came from Singapore. 
Chief Navigator MILES CLARKE continues to lock in those 
birds and keep the ship on course. He has been a great 
asset in more ways than one. Last, but not least Naviga
tion Engineer CHARLES M NN keeps things ti y in the 
Sat-Nav room and always has a watchful eye on the 
equipment. 

Our cooking department needs little mention-words 
cannot express our gratitude to Head Cook ALEX MILNE, 
from Scotland; Cook DALLAS LEARY, from Australia; and 
Cook's Helper BILL BECKHAM, from England. The Nor
wegian crew, as well as the Western crew, is always happy 
to find a clean galley and well-balanced meals in a con
sistent style. ALEX has also offered his professional advice, 
when asked, to other crews and cooks in the area. 
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Not enough can be said about Captain OTTAR BRANDAL 
and his experienced North Sea crew. He continues to 
keep his men and ship in the best of order. Everyone was 
glad to see the return of First Mate "OvE" after being 
away for 10 months to captains' school. 

Supervisor HILTON MACRAE visited the crew during 
May; and since then Manager of Operations J. P. (JIM) 
DENNISTON, Vice President D. S. (DAMIR) SKERL, and 
Supervisor J. P. (JoE) SAL TAMACHIA have been our 
guests. We were very pleased to see Radio Engineer 
KELVIN (RADIO WHIZ) BROWN and Technician BILL 
QUINLAN arrive on Party 61 to sort out our ground prob
lem with the Decca MainChain navigation system. 

WARWICK (WALLY) WILKS returned in June after 
spending April and May on Party 83 as head co-ordinator. 
This time, though , WALLY was back in the position of 

Above-Junior Observer Bob Preller (from the 
left), Digital Technician Craig Pudsey, Observer 
Bob Eastcroft, and Helpers Owen Wells, Bob 
Cook, and Neil McWilliam smile for the cam· 
era in Stavanger. Right-Assistant Co-ordina
tor Mike Lacaze (seated) teaches Helper 
Robert Cook how to read a 48-trace camera 
printout on board Party 61 's ship, Po/arhav. 

WINTER 1975 

Testing Po/arhav's DDS 888 system are Digital Technician 
Craig Pudsey (left) and Digital Operator Coleman Twohig. 



assistant party manager. The change ·was a good oppor
tunity to learn the shore operation and see the difficulties 
a party manager faces. 

As time goes on and Western continues to grow, we 
would like to express our appreciation to the Company 
a:id the hardworking PROFILE staff for the opportunity to 
be recognized in the PROFILE. It is a privilege to be asso
ciated with a world-wide operation in which communica
tion of this nature is encouraged. 

PARTY V-2-COLBY, KANSAS .. 

KEITH A. JONES, Reporter 
JOSEPH ARLEDGE, Photographer 

From dusty and dry southwestern Kansas to rainy and 
tornado-ridden northwestern Kansas has been the path of 
Party V-2. We are all looking forward to a "pleasant" 
winter here in Colby. 

Keeping his crew well in hand is Party Manager H. D. 
(SLICK) WATTS. His son, DONNY, will be attending Louisi
ana College in Pineville with a much-deserved scholarship 
in basketball this fall. During the summer DONNY worked 
with us on V-2 as a helper, making "cable rolling" look 
easy. 
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Party V-2 Cable-truck Driver James Leahy (foreground} rolls ca
ble while summer Helper Donny Watts takes a rest in the truck. 

Across the open Kansas plains Par· 
ty V-2's vibrators rumble to work . 
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Surveyor Glen Howard (foreground} 
brings in a sketch for a new line. 
Vibrator Operators Jessy and Ruben 
Garza (emerging from cabs) prepare 
for a similarity, a test done to 
make sure vibrators are in phase. 

The recording crew is headed by Observer DouGLAS 
GARDAPE and Junior Observer CHRIS NEFF. CHRIS came 
to us from Party 36, taking MIKE BRYANT'S place when 
he was sent to Party V-8 as observer. We hear MIKE is 
doing well in his new position and wish him luck. 

WINTER 1975 

While the service truck is 
watching traffic, Party V-2 
summer Helper Donny Watts 
(right} and Helper Margar
ito Garcia pick up a line . 

Above-Party V-2's jug crew, Helpers Antonio Garcia (from 
the left), Margarito Garcia, and Donny Watts, lays out a 
new line. Left-Party Manager H. D. Watts (second from 
right) stops to chat with a group of V-2 members working 
with vibrators along a dusty road in southwestern Kansas. 

After losing our summer hires, Helpers DONNY WATTS, 
JOHN RIDINGS, and DOUGLAS BELLIS, "Troubleshooter" 
MARK BOYTER and Helpers JAMES LEAHY and TERRY 
COLBURN, who drive the cable trucks , have been busy 
training the new "juggies." They get assistance from veter-
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Assistant Observer Chris Neff (left) and Helper James Collins 
demonstrate the "Bump" for Party V-2 at the last Safety Dinner. 

an Helper MARGARITO GARCIA, our two-year man on the 
jug line. 

Permit Agent WILLARD RACHA L keeps Surveyor GLENN 
HOWARD and his helpers, DONALD MCMANUS and JoE 
ESQUIVEL , well ahead of the recording crew. 

The "old pro," Vibrator Mechanic RICHARD ZowIE , is 
still doing a fantastic job, with help from Jead Vibrator 
Operator KERNEY RALEY. They are able to keep an ex
tremely good record going despite the dust and heat of 
Kansas. Vibrator Operator JOSEPH ARLEDGE, our ace in 
the hole, takes RICHARD'S place at times, works on cables 
and geophones , and fixes radios-and does a good job on 
them al1. Vibrator Operator RUBEN GARZA is very proud 
of his three months of zero hours down time on his vibra-
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Praud members of Party V-2 in Kansas display their 
record of 398 days without a chargeable accident. 
They are, from the left: back row, Helper James 
Collins, Survey Helper Joe Esquivel, summer Helpers 
Douglas Bellis and Donny Watts, Party Manager H. 
D. Watts, Helper James Leahy, Observer Douglas 
Gardape, and Helper Mark Boyter; middle row, sum· 
mer Helper John Ridings and Helper Margarito Garcia; 
bottom row, Helper Jerry Turner, Helper David 
Wright, Permit Agent Willard Rachal, Assistant Ob
server Christopher Neff, Helper Terry Colborn, Vi
brator Operator Kerney Raley, Helper Antonio Garcia, 
and Vibrator Mechanic Richard Zowie. The crew 
was rewarded with a Safety Dinner held in Atwood. 

The V-2 recording truck gets the signals despite dust and heat. 

tor. Our newest addition to the vibrator crew is Operator 
JOE GARCIA, taking the place of JESSY GARZA after he 
went over to Party V-52 . 

We enjoyed a Jong-awaited Safety Dinner while spiking 
in Atwood, Kansas, boasting 398 days without a charge
able accident. Safety Engineer C. L. (CHET) HALE visited 
us at that time and made special notice of our vehicle 
poster. It is updated and displayed each month for the 
crew and visitors, showing each vehicle on the crew, its 
fuel consumption, its operating cost, and its down time. 
CHET pointed out that this is closely related to Safety, 
especially because it gives rise to competition among the 
operators for the best record. 

In closing, we on V-2 wish everyone a prosperous 1976. 
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WESTERN OF CANADA OFFICE
CALGARY 

BILL QUIRK, Reporter-Photographer 

Westerners in Canada have, for years, 
the PROFILE about exotic foreign commu 
world-wide crews have been searching 
Many Canadians working in the cattle t 
Western of Canada's head office, have ha< 
of visiting and working in many of the c 
villages of those distant lands. Upon retur 
Rome; sweltering Pucallpa, Peru ; frigid I 
Territories; or from yearly vacation, Westt 
"Cowtown" a welcome sight. 

Calgarians are especially proud this 
celebrates its lOOth birthday-100 yeas ' 
from a police fort and trading post into a 
lis of half a million citizens. We WesH 
would like to share our pride by intr1 
readers to our city. 

The first settlement was founded in 
where the Bow and Elbow rivers meet. ~ 
by Inspector Brisebois and a force of Ne 
Police. The I. G. Baker Company constr 
trading post, which was named "the elbo' 
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Calgary received its name in 1876 
Scotland. The word is said to mean "cle< 
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assistant commissioner of the Northwes1 
Colonel Macleod is also credited with the 
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WESTERN OF CANADA OFFICE-
CALGARY, ALBERTA .... 

BILL QUIRK, Reporter-Photographer 

Westerners in Canada have, for years, been reading in 
the PROFILE about exotic foreign communities where our 
world-wide crews have been searching for gas and oil. 
Many Canadians working in the cattle town of Calgary, 
Western of Canada's head office, have had the opportunity 
of visiting and working in many of the cities , towns, an_d 
villages of those distant lands. Upon returning from eternal 
Rome ; sweltering Pucallpa, Peru; frigid Inuvik; 'Northwest 
Territories; or from yearly vacation, Westerners ave found 
"Cowtown" a welcome sight. 

Calgarians are especially proud this :year- as Calga y 
celebrates its lOOth birthday-100 years of transformation 
from a police fort and trading post into a modern metropo
lis of half a million citizens. We Westerners in algary 
would. like to share our pride by introducing PROF LE 
readers to our city. 

The first settlement was founded in 1875 at the site 
where the Bow and Elbow rivers meet. It was established 
by Inspector Brisebois and a force of Northwest Mounted 
Police. The I. G. Baker Company constructed the fort and 
trading post, which was named "the elbow" by the arriving 
settlers. 

Calgary received its name in 1876 from an area in 
Scotland. The word is said to mean "clear running water." 
The name was suggested by Colonel Macleod, who was 
assistant commissioner of the Northwest Mounted Police. 
Colonel Macleod is also credited with the peaceful develop-

ment of the southern Alberta area. The friendly relations 
and mutual respect that he helped foster between the set
tlers and the native Canadian tribes · of the plains and 
foothills led to the signing of Treaty Number 7. This 
signing resulted in the development of the area without the 
bloodshed that occurred in many parts of the Canadian and 
American West. 

Calgary's population hit 75 in 1881; but when the first 
train reached Calgary on August 28, 1883, and the way 
was opened for marketing the vast agricultural resources in 
the area to the industrial East, the flood of settlers began. 

dominion land office was opened, and the expanse of 
the :R ai was-turned over by ploughs . 

lie · st own council was elected in 1884, and Calgary 
was incorpora ed as a town on November 17 with a popu
lation of 1,0 0 people. The year 1885 saw the addition of 
police, fi re, antl marketing groups as the foundation was 
laid for th co munity to build on in the years to come. 

From the turn f the century to the start of World War 
I Calgary grew from a prairie settlement into a modem 
city. It was during this era that "the greatest outdoor show 
on earth" was born. The 1912 Calgary Stampede offered 
$20,000 in prize money, a substantial sum in the days 
when a penny could still purchase something. The 1975 
Stampede saw its greatest show ever, with cowboys and 
stock that could equal or top those of any rodeo in the 
world. 



I 

~ 





A re p lica of the "Ding ma n Discovery Well" in Ca lgary's Heritage 
Park memorializes one of the industries tha t sup ports the city. 

Although 1914 was infamous as the beginning of a four
year war in which millions of men died, it was significant 
in a happier way to the development of Calgary. The 
"Dingman discovery well" was producing 25 barrels of 
crude oil a day that year, and a great influx of speculators 
resulted in the formation of 500 oil companies . The stock 
trade was fast and furious- brokers were seen carrying 
wastepaper baskets full of money from their offices to the 
local banks. Few of the 500 companies are still in existence 
today, but they made the humble beginnings of a future for 
Calgary and Alberta. 

Agriculture ana oil were th building blocks; and as we 
start a second eentury, the e ergenc ot manufacturing 
and petro-chemical industries in the city will complement 
the growth that <;>ccurred from World War I to the present 
day. 

As Calgarians celebrate their 1 OOth birthday, we re
member the pioneers of the city and surrounding area, the 
hardships that they offered, and the sacrifices that they 
made to build what we enjoy today. Theirs was a spirit of 
s_trength and freedom always pulling together during hard 
times and good within a concept of competition to improve 
their lot. 

We can build on the legacy that the settlers have left us. 
Westerners in Calgary working to develop resources in the 
Canadian Arctic and at home in Alberta have, in a sense, 
carried on the early peoples' tradition. Westerners feel that 
the pioneer spirit of citizens working together to achieve a 
better community through individualism and free enterprise 
can make Calgary's and Canada's next l 00 years great, 
indeed . 
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PARTY 79-SOUTHEAST ASIA ... 

ROY COMPTO N, Reporter-Photographer 

The seismic ship Western Shoal is fast becoming a legend 
in her own time. Almost four years have elapsed since 
EDWIN L. (JOLLY JELLY) KING mastered her into the port 
of Singapore. Since then records have fallen like leaves in 
autumn. Few of her original crew remain to attest her ex
ploits and adventures in the emerald waters of th is island
studded paradise, but her Western green hull and brilliant 
white superstructure are no stranger in even our most 
remote ports. We are becoming an ambassador of goodwill 
and seismic proficiency. 

Our travels read like a tourist brochure. Australia-the 
land "down under." Burma-fantastic Rangoon, gold
plated pagodas, and a 3,000-year recorded history. In
donesia-the land that time forgot. Singapore- where East 
meets West and Western's new regional offices and digital 
center are located. Bangkok-our adopted recreation area. 
Hong Kong and Susy Wong. Yokohama and China Town. 
And, finally, the jewel of them all-Manila-garden spot for 
a leisure break with swaying palms and breaking surf. The 
fantastic hospitality and goodwill extended to our crew 
will never be forgotten. (Should this narration excite you, 
kindly apply to your friendly supervisor.) 

Vice President C. W. (CHIC) NICHOLLS presented the 
crew with a belated Christmas party in April for having 
shot 2,600 miles in December 1974. Party Manager MUR
RAY JOHNSON outdid himself in arranging a fash ion show 
and a chorus of exotic dancers; and , of course, the good 
cheer and usual camaraderie were present in abundance. 
Gunners DICK DUNLOP and DEREK JONES (now assistant 

Enjo ying " te a-time" in Singapore are, fro m t he left: Mate Law
rence a nd Da rryl Warr ington, Lin an d Seaman Roy Compton, Brian 
Brown, and Na v ig ations Engineer Kevin Robe rts, a ll of Party 79 . 
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Old wooden sailboats like this one still ply the waters between 
Indonesia and Malaysia carrying loads of t imber back and forth . 

party manager) ass isted in rounding up the talent. C 
ordinator JOHN EVANS and Assistant Co-ordinator P ETJ 
SCOTT ( recently elevated to co-ordinator) celebrated 
job well done and thought that April was a fine time f 
Christmas . Our navigations engineers , KEVIN ROBER 
and T ERRY LAKER, relaxed after sweating out 7 ,000 Phi Ii 
pine islands and numerous uncharted reefs . Fortunat( 
there were no groundings and sailing was clear. 

Captain FRED BURY, Marine Engineer MIKE ANNWl 
LER, and Engineer R ENE PASCUAL, along with M< 
LAWRENCE (LAURIE) w ARRINGTO and Seaman R 1 

COMPTON, celebrated a completed year of no down tin 
LAURIE is taking leave to get married , and RoY wil l 
leaving soon on a trip around the world with his wi 
LIN, to receive his 5-Year Service Pin. 

We are happy to report that we encountered no proble1 
that our experienced personnel were unable to hand 
Both the AQUAPULSE® and MAXIPULSE® sy te1 
functioned perfectly, to the great satisfaction of all cc 
cemed. That is what counts, technical efficiency and sat 

WINTER 1975 
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Old wooden sailboats like this one still ply the waters between 
Indonesia and Malaysia carrying loads of timber back and forth. 

party manager) assisted in rounding up the talent. Co
ordinator JOHN EVANS and Assistant Co-ordinator PETER 
ScoTT (recently elevated to co-ordinator ) celebrated a 
job well done and thought that April was a fine time for 
Christmas. Our navigations engineers, KEVIN ROBERTS 
and TERRY LAKER, relaxed after sweating out 7 ,000 Philip
pine islands and numerous uncharted reefs. Fortunately 
there were no groundings and sailing was clear. 

Captain FRED BURY, Marine Engineer MIKE ANNWEI
LER, and Engineer RENE PASCUAL, along with Mate 
LA WREN CE (LAURIE) w ARRINGTON and Seaman ROY 
COMPTON, celebrated a completed year of no down time. 
LAURIE is taking leave to get married, and RoY will be 
leaving soon on a trip around the world with his wife, 
LIN, to receive his 5-Year Service Pin. 

We are happy to report that we encountered no problems 
that our experienced personnel were unable to handle. 
Both the AQUAPULSE® and MAXIPULSE® systems 
functioned perfectly, to the great satisfaction of all con
cerned. That is what counts, technical efficiency and satis-
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Newlywed Mate Lawrence Warrington and new Assistant Party 
Manager Derek Jones, Party 79, enjoy the pier sights in Singapore. 

faction. Instrument Technician TOMMY TROTTER and 
Digital Technician CHRIS BoGusz should be commended. 
Crews were no problem. Under the tutelage of Observer 
TIM LEIGHTON several new hires , Junior Observers MAL
COLM COLLINS and STEVEN SPURR, Gravity Meter Opera-

A Japanese anti-war memorial in Singapore is a sight familiar to 
Party 79 when it is not hard at work in Southeast Asian waters. 



tor CHRIS ORR, and Helpers ARMANDO ABDON and the 
brothers FRANK and ALAN SPEAR, blossomed into seasoned 
veterans in no time. New personnel gave Helper A. B. 
(ENG BI G BONG) ENG his opportunity to become a 
gunner. (Rots of ruck.) 

Even our cooks, "CHARLIE" GoH and "ROCKY" Foo 
are enthusiastic about the Shoal's successful operations'. 
They have been giving us gourmet cooking every day . Only 
Junior Clerk EVELYN THAM and Junior Secretary ALICE 
TAN, our "girls Friday" in Singapore, missed out on the 
excitement. Better luck next year, girls! 
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Supervisors and personnel from various Western offices 

On a Singapore dock are Seaman Dennis Viney (from the left), Ma
rine Engineer Mike Annweiler, and Marine Supervisor Ron Bickham. 

Assistant Co-ordinator Peter Scott 
. (foreground) shepherds his flock, 
Technician Chris Bogusz (from the 
left), Brian Brown, and Navigations 
Engineer Kevin Roberts. The per· 
son beside Kevin is not identified. 

have visited our theater of operations. Instrument Super
visor MARK HUDSON, from Singapore; Digital Equipment 
Engineer BRIAN LATTIMER, from Arabia; and Navigation 
Engineer KENT (SUPERMAN) GOODLOE, from Houston, 
have all dropped by. Supervisor RoN BICKHAM, from 
Galveston's marine transport division, also came to slip the 
ship while we were in Cebu, a port in the Philippines. 

All in all we have enjoyed a marvelous year and are 
very optimistic about 1976. The new systems now being 
insta1Ied, plus seismic advances, should bring vast improve
ments and open entirely new fields. 

The world is there. Let's explore it. 

PARTY 77-GULF COAST . .. 

KENNETH HERNANDEZ, Reporter 

This report finds Party 77 with few of the same members 
whom we had at the last report. Our permanent fixture, 
Co-ordinator KENNETH HERNANDEZ, however, is still hold
ing down the fort. He has moved his family from Freeport, 
Texas, to Natchitoches, Louisiana, where he bought them 
a home. With Party 77 working from Pascagoula, Missis
sippi, to Port Mansfield, Texas, KENNETH is convinced 
that his home is the Western Beacon. 

Party Manager HARVEY HEARN is happy to say that he 
is still with Party 77. He has moved his family from Petal, 
Mississippi, to Houston. They immediately fell into tur.e 
with Houston life and now feel like old-timers. 

Junior Observer E DDY BURCH, from Springhill, Loui!'i
ana, joined Party 77 in March 1974. He was with us only 
a few months before going to Party 89 in Alaska for the 
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summer. Upon his .return EDDY became a membe1 
another party until we finally got him back. EDDY i 
at this report, but watch out! MARC MONROE, WOT 

the recording crew, came to us from Party 64. ~ 
single and spends his breaks in Corpus Christi, Tex 
his parents. 

JOHN STANAWAY, who was cook at last report, h 
moved into the Galveston sheet metal shop where h 
days as a mechanic and attends school at night. Goe 
JOHN! To fill the position JOHN vacated, comedian 
lawyer-advisor-waistline stretcher DONALD ETHRID< 
to us from Missouri. DoN's family still lives in 1v 
but we keep hoping .that he will bring them dow1 
Gulf so that there will be no chance of his going he 
forgetting to come back south. When he does n 
Missouri on break, though, he is often accompa 
Helper VIRGIL LYTLE, his brother-in-law, who is al 
that state. The newest addition to the recording 
Helper R ODNEY MIL TON' who with his wife reside5 
M ansfield, Texas. 

Party 77 has been pl.im . · 
our last rep01:.t. ;rh. I' w s 
some streamer ork:, and at n .... ~~-
bottom profile surve . e ~re lea 
t ronic Technician JOHN P ·ICE with 
came o the Houston a ea from Pajt o 
Coast. After this as ignmen he will be ea 
Houston field services, w1her e are sure e 

Three other membe s of Party 77 have gon · 
crews since las repor t . .Assistant Observer JEFE 
WELL and Gun Operator JOHN REESE are now wi 
75, and Helper THOMAS COKER now belongs to Pa 

Keeping t e Western Beacon on course are • 
JACK GREEN and EDWIN KI G. JACK still Jives in J 
Texas, and EDWIN calls Biloxi, Mississippi, home. 
STEVE TREBOTICH, also of Biloxi, and Marine 1 
D AVID HANSON, from Galveston, Texas, round 
marine crew. They all do a lot to keep the ship cl 
the crew's morale high. 

The latest addition to our crew is Electronic Te 
R ICHARD HARDMAN. He came to Houston from f 
Bravo and helps us with the satellite navigation s; 

We of Party 77 hope this finds you well and ha 
wish you our best, until we meet again. 

PARTY 197-BETHEL, ALASKA . .. 

TIM BOWLI NG, Reporter 
KIM STERLING, Photographer 

Wet and wild is an appropriate description of F 
located in the Kuskokwim River delta, southwest c 
Alaska. 

Under the careful and competent guidance 
Manager I. C. (CLAIRE) GARD, the crew op( 
utilizing a caravan of boats of various sizes. The : 
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Assistant Co-ordinator Peter Scott 
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Engineer Kevin Roberts. The per
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lveston's marine transport division , also came to slip the 
J while we were in Cebu, a port in the Philippines. 
\ll in all we have enjoyed a marvelous year and are 
y optimistic about 1976. The new systems now being 
alled, plus seismic advances, should bring vast improve
Jts and open entirely new fields. 
['he world is there. Let's explore it. 

RTY 77-GULF COAST ... 

JNETH HERNANDEZ, Reporter 

~his report finds Party 77 with few of the same members 
Jm we had at the last report. Our permanent fixture 
·Ordinator KENNETH HERNANDEZ, however, is still hold~ 
down the fort. He has moved his family from Freeport, 
:as, to Natchitoches, Louisiana, where he bought them 
~me . With Party 77 working from Pascagoula, Missis
JI, to Port Mansfield, Texas, KENNETH is convinced 
t his home is the Western Beacon. 
>arty Manager HARVEY HEARN is happy to say that he 
till with Party 77. He has moved his family from Petal 
:sissippi, to Houston. They immediately fell into tun~ 
1 Houston life and now feel like old-timers. 
unior Observer EDDY BURCH, from Springhill, Loui~i
' joined Party 77 in March 1974. He was with us only 
!W months before going to Party 89 in Alaska for th~ 
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summer. Upon his .return EDDY became a member of still 
another party until we finally got him back. EDDY is single 
at this report, but watch out! MARC MONROE, working on · 
the recording crew, came to us from Party 64. MARC is 
single and spends his breaks in Corpus Christi , Texas, with 
his parent~ . 

JOHN STANAWAY, who was cook at last report, has since 
moved into the Galveston sheet metal shop where he works 
days as a mechanic and attends school at night. Good luck, 
JOHN! To fill the position JOHN vacated, comedian-doctor
lawyer-advisor-waistline stretcher DONALD ETHRIDGE came 
to us from Missouri. DoN's family still lives in Missouri , 
but we keep hoping that he will bring them down to the 
Gulf so that there will be no chance of his going home and 
forgetting to come back south. When he does return to 
Missouri on break, though, he is often accompanied by 
Helper VIRGIL LYTLE, his brother-in-law, who is also from 
that state. The newest addition to the recording crew is 
Helper RODNEY MIL TON, who with his wife resides in Port 
Mansfield, Texas. 

Party 77 has been r,im · y a ottom drag crew since 
our last rep-ort . ['he wa sn rt pe iod when we did 
some streamer ~r'K, an at P.f e we re engaged in a 
bottom profile surve . e re ea d ha e Field Elec-
tronic Techni ian JOHN P ICE with s "ob. JOHN 
came o the Houston area1 from P · the West 
Coast. After this assign en he will be ea 
Houston field ser i es, w er e are sure h'e 

Three other membe of Party 77 have gon to other 
crews since last reR rt. ssistant Observer JEFF RocK
WELL and Gun Operat r JOHN REESE are now with Party 
75, and Helper i'PHOMAS COKER now belongs to Party 65. 

Keeping ilie Western Beacon on course are Captains 
JACK GREEN and EDWIN KING. JACK still lives in Freeport, 
Texas, and EDWIN calls Biloxi, Mississippi, home. Captain 
STEVE TREBOTICH, also of Biloxi, and Marine Engineer 
DAVID HANSON, from Galveston, Texas, round out the 
marine crew. They all do a lot to keep the ship clean and 
the crew's morale high. 

The latest addition to our crew is Electronic Technician 
RICHARD HARDMAN. He came to Houston from the Anne 
Bravo and helps us with the satellite navigation system. 

We of Party 77 hope this finds you well and happy. We 
wish you our best, until we meet again. 

PARTY 197-BETHEL, ALASKA ... 

TIM BOWLING, Reporter 
KIM STERLING, Photographer 

Wet and wild is an appropriate description of Party 197 
located in the Kuskokwim River delta, southwest of Bethel, 
Alaska. 

Under the careful and competent guidance of Party 
Manager I. C. (CLAIRE) GARD, the crew operates by 
utilizing a caravan of boats of various sizes. The largest of 
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The G/eone1, Porty 197's "mother ship," rides at anchor 10 miles 
below Doll Loke in Alaska, her trip cut short by shollow woter. 

Trying his hordest to ' ignore the mountoin of poperwork thot keeps 
building up on his desk is Porty 197's field clerk, Tim Bowling . 
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Top left-Driller Dan Boga (left) and Gun Mechanic Maurice Pain 
work on one of the smaller boats used by Party 197 in Alaskan 
waters last summer. Top right-The Gleaner sits comfortably 
between sandbars. Bottom left-The Party 197 recording boat heads 

these, the Gleaner, serves as base and home for some 25 
men after a tiring day in the surrounding waters. Thanks 
to the outstanding efforts of the Gleaner crew, Owner/ Co
ordinator STARR CALVERT, Skipper DAVE WILLINGHAM, 
and Engineer JERRY MELLISON , this home away from home 
is made possible. 

Being the Alaska division's first shallow-water crew, 
Party 197 is unique. The crew's operations begin with the 
work of their incomparable surveyor, ANDERSON (SAND
BAR) CUNNINGHAM-who also serves as assistant naviga-
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for a rendezvous with the surveyor in cold Alaskan waters. Bot
tom right-Supervisor J. D. (Jerry) Patrick points at something 
from the surveyor's boat. The Cessna 185, Party 197's air taxi, 
is tied alongside and in the background is the recording boat. 

tions engµieer-and assistant ARJ' SHERWOOD. Native guid
ance is essential in the un nown waters, and that is where 
NICK s AVINGS, D4N KAS ATOK and ALEXIE TEMPLE 
come in. 

The source boats, each 40 feet long, provide a source 
of energy by means twin airgun augelis, mounted in the 
front and middle of t in hulls totaling 18 feet in width. 
Keeping things in "peachy dandy" condition on the source 
boats are Gun Mechanics MAURICE (KIWI) PAIN and BILL 
WADE . . Dnllers are DAN BOGA, DEAN HITSHEW, PAUL 
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Top left-Chief Observer Neo ("Young Man" ) Ferrar 
way to his assistant, Field Clerk Tim Bowling, wh< 
the boat. Top right-Local hires Steve (left) and 
assist Helper Kurt Watson in loading a jugboot. Ever 

BARNETT, and DAVE KRAKE. Waving natives 
boats of Party 197 pass near their shores in 
the midnight sun." 

When the problems cease, the production 
that is when the recording crew goes into aper 
by Chief Observer NEo FERRARI and his a 
Field Clerk TIM BOWLING. Because of the c 
Cable Pusher JOHN Boss and Helpers KIM S 
BRAD CRAIN, who drive the boats, the recon 
to wait on cable in 197's operations. Wh 
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Top left-Chief Observer Neo ("Young Man") Ferrari paints the 
way to his assistant, Field Clerk Tim Bowling, who is piloting 
the boat. Top right-Local hires Steve (left) and John (right) 
assist Helper Kurt Watson in loading a jugboat . Even in summer, 

BARNETT, and DAVE KRAKE. Waving natives watch as the 
boats of Party 197 pass near their shores in the "land of 
the midnight sun." 

When the problems cease, the production begins; and 
that is when the recording crew goes into operation, headed 
by Chief Observer NEo FERRARI and his able assistant, 
Field Clerk TIM BOWLING. Because of the capabilities of 
Cable Pusher JOHN Boss and Helpers KIM STERLING and 
BRAD CRAIN, who drive the boats, the recorder never has 
to wait on cable in 197's operations. When NEo says 
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the water in Alaska is very cold . Bottom left-Cruising along 
the line with a jugboat full of cable, Helper Kurt Watson does 
the job "Alaskan-style." Bottom right-Party 197's source boat, 
Bravo, is ready for Dall Lake, the next part of 197's prospect. 

"Young man," the day begins; and with its end comes 
many a completed mile of production. 

Not to be outdone or forgotten are the men who put the 
food on the table for Party 197, Cooks THOMAS (JUNIOR) 
COLEMAN and BoB ZACHRY, who have done a great job in 
the trying times they have faced. 

As the days grow shorter, the Alaskan winter moves in 
with its cold, northerly winds. Inevitably the shutdown of 
Party 197 follows after a strenuous but fruitful summer's 
work. 
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PARTY 173-LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA ... 

ELMER FETTERS, Reporter 

The boom of an explosion, the flashing of lights, the 
silent spinning of tape decks and their production are the 
common sights and sounds for the members of Party 173 
and our ship, the Bayou Chico, as we continue to survey 
the coastal waters of California from the Mexican border 
to the Oregon border. 

Because we operate on a work-and-break system of 28 
days on and 14 days off with three partial crews, the Chico 
is in almost constant operation and has a very good track 
record. Our veteran marine crew, Captains JOHN (BARNEY) 
OWENS and BILL WILSON and Mates MARK CANADA, DAN 
RIEDEL, and TOM LAY, share in the responsibility of get
ting us safely to and from our prospects, as well as handling 
any emergencies we encounter. Among these is the time a 
wave came through a wheelhouse window while we were 
on a prospect off Southern California. This caused us to 
lose all electrical instruments in the wheelhouse and turned 
the galley into an indoor swimming pool for a t_ime. 

Party 173 spent about two months working out of 
Eureka, California, which is on the northern coast of the 
state in the beautiful redwood country. There we were 
plagued with bad weather and fishing boats in the area. 

With lubricants, rope, all shapes and sizes of tools, and 
plenty of green and white paint , Seamen MACK BELL, 
DARRELL STRATTON, JERRY DEHOOG, and HAROLD AN
DERSON and Engineers WINN BAGLEY and AL MA>l"N keep 
the Chico in good operating condition inside and out, from 
diesel engines to air conditioning. 

The job of keeping everything organized and running 
smoothly while we ate t t ea collecting data is handled 
by Co-ordinator Q E . R) s ANSBURY and Ob-
server CLA' RE 
job after ur rmer co-or i a 
ROUNDTR . E, we t to ~rt 
is now r- ing in Alas 
spite 0f the fact t •a...~· ~•-.L "' 
from Party 173 witH hi to taff Party 
splitting up of fri nos but lso strengthened tho 
ships, as separatio so ti es does . 

To keep thin.:. int e ·ng a contest has been going on 
between the twos ifts seismic crew members. The group 
that gets the mo roduction or fixes the equipment faster 
- with countle other things thrown in-gets to be called the 
"A" team, and the slower one is the "B" team. Observer 
PAT GOODMAN and Helper GEORGE BOWMAN are the shift 
leaders for this rowdy bunch that includes Assistant Ob
servers STEVE LEWIS and JAMES MCCOLLAM, a recent 
addition to the crew from Party 5, and Helpers ERIC 
WILSON , MARK WESTERGREN, and KEVIN O'KELLY. 

A new .gun shack complete with full-length work bench, 
new cabinets, air conditioning, and much more room than 
before has made the gunners on the Bayou Chico very 
happy this year. Head Gun Mechanic AL YUNT and his 
assistants, Gun Operators ELMER FETTERS and ART 
BRADD and Helpers RICHARD KINNEY and STEVE Foss, 
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have worked together to make the guns the most reliable 
and trouble-free system on the boat. 

The well-rounded figures of everyone aboard give a 
good indication of the abilities of our cooks, BILL (BAT) 
MASTERSON and JIM HERRING, and their helper, RON 
HERRING. They make the galley a nice place to gather for 
a quiet cup of coffee, talk about home, or a sea story 
or two. 

Last but not least are the men on the beach who perform 
countless services for all of us on the Bayou Chico. They 
are Party Manager JIM BENTON and Expeditor WARD 
MARICLE. JIM is in Alaska now filling in on Party 89; so 
WARD has been extremely busy taking care of business in 
the office, listening to our complaints, and sometimes join
ing in on the festivities while the crew is off work in port. 

PARTY V-11-ALBERTA, CANADA ... 

BILL QUIRK, Reporter 
GARY CASEMENT, Photographer 

With the busy winter operations over, Westerners in 
Canada have been stacked on our summer crew, operating 
in the field for the first part of the summer and then in the 
Calgary office. Party V-11 's operations this summer took 
place in the land of the mighty Peace River. Supervisor 
JocK CouLL timed his visit to make sure that the first 
prospect started correctly. The location was near the south 
bank of the Peace, east of Rycroft, Alberta. 

Repairing a Roll-a-long box is Observer Gary Casement, working 
on Party V-11 near the Peace River in Alberta during the summer. 
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Observer Warren Benedik and Party V-11 's "Moon Mc 
cording truck) get ready for the day's work in Albert 

After contending with cattle (the job was P 
grazing reserve) and their "gifts" (which were 
on the cable and phones), V-11 moved north 1 

to a prospect near Berwyn, Alberta. The Bern 
was completed in June. 

July found V-11 back in the Rycroft area mi 

on" with many head of cattle again. Mechani1 
held a barbecue at his family's trailer, parked i 

many excellent campgrounds in the area. (~< 
between the barbecue and the cattle ment10: 
The crew was thankful for the cool, cloudy 
morning after the night before. . 

There has not been a more expenenced ere· 
V -11 operating out of Calgary in years. The 
total 186 years of Western experience. Obs 
NOVAK leads the way with 25 years as a Wes1 
head line truck driver. Party Manager-Surv 1 

HOLT Party Manacrer-Permit Agent RoGEF 
GARD' and Observer BRIAN YOUNG make up t 
"old-~imers" on the line crew. Surveyor Eo 
server FRED JACOB, and Computer DAN S 
have become Westerners in the past two ye; 
Truck Driver BARRY NICHOL complete the Ii 

Observers w ARREN BENEDIK and KEITH 
V-11 's "doghouse" this summer, ~~th ~xp~ 
some of our more knowledgeable 1uggies. · 
some time off in June when his parents came : 
for a visit. 

Vibrator Mechanic DENNIS HEGBERG mad 
four buggy vibrators ran properly; and Vibra 
JIM HENRY, ROY YANO, FRANK SERA, and 
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YiENT, Photographer 

busy winter operations over, Westerners in 
e been stacked on our summer crew, operating 
for the first part of the summer an:d then in the 
ice. Party V-11 's operations this summer took 
~ land of the mighty Peace River. Supervisor 
L timed his visit to make sure that the first 
rted correctly. The location was near the south 
Peace, east of Rycroft , Alberta. 

2 Roll-a-long box is Observer Gary Casement, working 
-11 near the Peace River in Alberta during the summer. 
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Observer Warren Benedik and Party V-11 's "Moon Machine" (re
cording truck) get ready for the day's work in Alberta, Canada. 

After contending with cattle (the job was partially in a 
grazing reserve) and their "gifts" (which were left behind 
on the cable and phones) , V-11 moved north of the Peace 
to a prospect near Berwyn, Alberta. The Berwyn program 
was completed in June. 

July found V-11 back in the Rycroft area meeting "head 
on" with many head of cattle again. Mechanic JIM DAVIS 
held a barbecue at his family's trailer, parked at one of the 
many excellent campgrounds in the area. (No connection 
between the barbecue and the cattle mentioned above!) 
The crew was thankful for the cool, cloudy weather the 
morning after the night before. 

There has not been a more experienced crew than Party 
V-11 operating out of Calgary in years. The 20 members 
total 186 years of Western experience. Observer STEVE 
NOVAK leads the way with 25 years as a Westerner and as 
head line truck driver. Party Manager-Surveyor DEWEY 
HOLT, Party Manager-Permit Agent ROGER HENNINGS
GARD, and Observer BRIAN YOUNG make up the rest of the 
"old-timers" on the line crew. Surveyor ED MORT, Ob
server FRED JACOB, and Computer DAN STROICH, who 
have become Westerners in the past two years, and Line 
Truck Driver BARRY NICHOL complete the line crew. 

Observers w ARREN BENEDIK and KEITH BAILEY ran 
V-ll's "doghouse" this summer, with expert help from 
some of our more knowledgeable "juggies." KEITH took 
some time off in June when his parents came from England 
for a visit. 

Vibrator Mechanic DENNIS HEGBERG made sure V- ll's 
four buggy vibrators ran properly; and Vibrator Operators 
JIM HENRY, Roy YANO, FRANK SERA, and TERRY GUI-
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One of Party V-11 's three cable trucks carries a load of cable . 

Party V-11 's four buggy vibrators have finished their work for the 
day and rest in ·camp. In the background can be seen the west 
bank of the Peace River, Alberta, V-11 's prospect last summer. 
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TARD can attest to the fact that there was not too much rest 
for the operators. JIM DAVIS found "Vibroseis"® work a 
welcome change from mechanical work on our Nodwell 
track crews. JIM also delivered the fuel and found time to 
operate a vibrator on the odd occasion. 

Surveyors JEFF RADFORD and JAKE FRIESEN handled the 
line set-up and survey control in their usual expert fashion . 

JO 

Party Manager BILL QUIRK found time to pick up the odd 
stringer between his field and office duties. 

Party V-11 returned to Calgary around August 1 to wait 
for its next assignment. No one was idle, however, since 
the personnel were kept busy preparing camp and tracked 
support vehic1es for an anticipated V-11 move to Alaska 
this fall. 

WESTERN PROF ILE 

own Western's 
for 

THIRTY YEARS of service is an important mil 
reach, and two Westerners have passed it · 

months. Carl B. Sivage, Sr., and James Monr 
achieved the honor on May 9 and September 10, res 

Though he originally joined Western in 1941 
Agent Carl B. Sivage's service was interrupted b 
War IL After starting as a helper and a shooter 
13 in Odessa, Texas, he spent three years in 
and then returned to go to work on Party 28. 
to the position of observer and, on many crews 
states, was one of Western's best chief obse 
many years. 

From 1969 to 197 4 Carl was a party man 
several crews. Then for a time he worked in the 
office as a playback shift leader and technician. 
ferred the field, however. "I found the work in 
back office interesting; but being inside all da 
traffic to and from work, and the hot climate aft 
been away for so long from a humid climate di 
to fit my bag of tricks," he said. Last April he 
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y V-11 returned to Ca1gary around August 1 to wait 
next assignment. No one was idle, however, since 

rsonnel were kept busy preparing camp and tracked 
rt vehicles for an anticipated V-11 move to Alaska 
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down Western's line 
for 30 years 

THIRTY YEARS of service is an important milestone to 
reach, and two Westerners have passed it in recent 

months. Carl B. Sivage, Sr., and James Monroe Taylor 
achieved the hono~ on May 9 and September 10, respectively. 

Though he originally joined Western in 1941, Permit 
Agent Carl B. Sivage's service was interrupted by World 
War II. After starting as a helper and a shooter on Party 
13 in Odessa, Texas, he spent three years in the navy 
and then returned to go to work on Party 28. He rose 
to the position of observer and, on many crews in many 
states, was one of Western's best chief observers for 
many years. 

From 1969 to 1974 Carl was a party manager for 
several crews. Then for a time he worked in the Houston 
office as a playback shift leader and technician. He pre
ferred the field, however. "I found the work in the play
back office interesting; but being inside all day, heavy 
traffic to and from work, and the hot climate after having 
been away for so long from a humid climate didn't seem 
to fit my bag of tricks," he said. Last April he returned 
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Permit Agent Carl B. Sivage (left) re
ceives his 30-Year Service Pin in Lima, 
Montana, from Field Supervisor L. M. 
(Matt) Herrington . Carl's crew, Party V-24, 
was working in Lima at that time . 

to field work as permit agent for Party V-21. He is still 
doing permit work, now for Party V-24 in the Rocky 
Mountains. 

In his travels throughout much of the West, Midwest, 
and South, including his home state of Arkansas, Carl has 
found a variety of materials to. keep him occupied at his 
favorite pastimes: collecting rocks and Indian artifacts, 
making jewelry, and creating furniture using unique rocks 
and pieces of wood he finds. His wife, Evelyn, shares his 
lapidary interest, and their basement-full of tons of rocks, 
including jade, agates, and others, proves it. 

The Sivages have moved "around 200 times, give or 
take a move," and Evelyn sums up their feelings about 
the "doodlebugging" experience: "We have learned to 
adjust more rapidly, become more friendly and kinder, 
and continue to strive for self-improvement regardless of 
conditions or location. We have been happy, busy, and 
haven't lost our zest for living." 

Besides rocks and wood, Carl enjoys physical activ
ities and excels in many sports . He plays baseball. 
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softball, and football and has won trophies in several 
golf tournaments. 

The Sivages' son, Carl, Jr., attended the University 
of Kansas, where he earned a degree in pharmacy in 1970. 
His wife, Sue Ann, graduated in May from the University 
of Iowa College of Pharmacy. Both now work as pharma
cists. On June 10 James Carl arrived in the world, weigh
ing 11 pounds and measuring 21 inches, much to the 
delight of his proud grandparents. 

In celebration of his anniversary, Carl was taken to 
dinner by Field Supervisor L. M. (Matt) Herrington, who 
also presented him with the 30-Year Service Pin. Present 
at the dinner were Party V-24 Observer Jerry Crowell 
and Vibrator Mechanic Richard Saxton. Other V-24 crew 
members congratulated Carl at a reception held before 
the dinner. 

Born in Olla, Louisiana, Field Supervisor James Monroe 
Taylor's Western career, from September 10, 1945, has 
been one of strictly domestic service. Beginning with the 
Company just after completing nearly five years in the 
army during World War II, when he saw North Africa 
and Europe as a first sergeant in the tank corps, Monroe 
was a jug hustler with Party 13 in Winnfield, Louisiana. 
The next year he moved to Party 21 and stayed with that 
crew as observer and chief observer for nine years. Mon
roe's care and dedication to his job helped make him 
one of Western's most productive observers. 

In 1967 Monroe was made a field supervisor working 
out of Shreveport, Louisiana. Although his wife, Viette, 
had become a helpful and morale-building "doodlebug 
trail" wife, easing the way of other wives new to the 
business and entertaining crew members far from their 
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homes, the Taylors were glad to settle down. Since 
Monroe has been moved to Galveston where, under S 
visor B. L. (Ben) Langston, he does much the same · 
of work as he did in Shreveport, organizing and equip • 
crews to work in the forested area of east Texas, Louisi 
and Mississippi. 

The Taylors' home in La Marque, Texas, is empty 
children now that their youngest son, Jerry, is in 
air force as a sergeant doing ground radio and m · 

Field Supervisor Monroe Taylor (left), 
back in Houston from Mississippi, chats 
with President Booth 8. Strange after 
receiving his 30-Year Service Pin. Fol
lowing this ceremony, a group of "old
timers," headed by Area Manager Ben 
L. Langston, took Monroe to lunch for a 
belated observance of his 30th anniver
sary. The average length of service of 
the entire group was 27 years. "This," 
says Ben, "tells you something!" (Good 
companies usually have loyal employees.) 

tenance work. Joe, next youngest, lives with his wife of 
three years, Carolyn, in Mississippi, where he manages 
the automotive department in a large store in Natchez. 
Monroe and Vi's daughter, Judy Faye, is married to Jerry 
Wilkes, a freight company supervisor in Georgia; and they 
have given the Taylors two grandchildren-Greg, 12, and 
Leca, 8. Following in his father's footsteps James Monroe, 
Jr., lives in the family's old home in Louisiana and works 
on an offshore oil rig. His son, James Monroe, III, is four 
years old. 

Off the doodlebug trail and through with the everyday 
tasks of raising a family, Viette's interests and activities 
include, says Monroe, "me, flowers, and decoupage," in 
that order. Monroe shares with her an interest in garden
ing and does yardwork around their house in his spare time_ 

On his anniversary Monroe was visiting a crew in Mis.:. 
sissippi; but after several attempts, a Western official 
finally caught him in Houston long enough to present him 
his 30-Year Pin and honor him at a luncheon. 

In the recognition of their 30th anniversaries with 
Western, the PROFILE congratulates Carl and Monroe and 
wishes th m more years of valuable and enthusiastic service 
with the Company. 
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SPECIAL INTEREST Explorer post 9080, sponso 
in Houston, will begin its second full year 1 

mid-September, according to the post advisors 
F ield trips, instructional programs, and soc 

be scheduled by the Explorers after an ir 
tional meeting. 

Post advisors e ti a 
will take """"'"t-~ _ 
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. Monroe shares with her an interest in garden
es yardwork around their house in his spare time. 
anniversary Monroe was visiting a crew in Mis-
ut after several attempts, a Western official 
ght him in Houston long enough to present him 
ar Pin and honor him at a luncheon. 
recognition of their 30th anniversaries with 

he PROFILE congratulates Carl and Monroe and 
m more years of valuable and enthusiastic service 
ompany. 
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SPECIAL INTEREST Explorer post 9080, sponsored by Western 
in Houston, will begin its second full year of activities in 
mid-September, according to the post advisors. 

Field trips, instructional programs, and social events will 
be scheduled by the Explorers after an initial organiza
tional meeti ng. 

Post advisors 
will take rt 
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high school students 
1 year. Increased 

and the pro-

Advisors of Explorer Post 9080 are 
checking out some new television 
equipment used to prepare the Com
pany's educational programs. They 
are, from the left : Patrice Young , 
of Aero Service; Geophysical Tech
nician Bill D' Anton, Seismologist 
Joe Samuels, and Geophysical Tech· 
nicians Paul Comeaux, Credence 
Masar, and Penny Wiggins, Western. 

TERRI ANN LITCHENBERG, daughter of Nancy and Field Serv
ice Operations Supervisor Jack Litchenberg. Houston. was 
graduated from Clear Lake High School in Clear Lake City, 
Texas, on May 27. 

Terri was manager of the girl's track team at Clear Lake 
for four years, and during her senior year she played on 
the girls' golf team. She was a member of junior achieve
ment club and worked two years as a candy striper at Clear 
Lake Hospital. 

The candy striping experience helped prepare Terri for 
the career she has chosen: She plans to work in the field 
of medicine. She began these tudies at San Jacinto Junior 
College in Hou ton this fall after working during the summer 
at a job in the Clear Lake Theater. 

TERRI 
LITCHENBERG 
GRADUATES 



The drawing for the door prize, held as the picnic drew 
to a close, was done by Jason Shivers, son of Joe. Sylvia, 
wife of Electronic Department Manager John Maines, from 
I:Iouston , and Gladys, wife of Office Clerk Milton Hoecker, 
were the lucky winPers. 

Besides the Bryants and the Maines, we welcomed other 
guests from Houston . Among them were: President R. R. 
(Rob) Rector of DDS and wife Margie; Digital Equipment 
Engineer Hank Osseweijer of the instrument lab and wife 
Gertrude ; Administrative Assistant V. A. (Vic) Reginald from 
the purchasing department; Secretary Carolyn Cross of the 
safety office ; Drafting Supervisor R. J. (Robert) Marton and 
wife Patricia ; Field Supervisor R. L. (Roscoe) Sullivan and 
wife Van; and Facilities Manager Don Blue of general 
services and his wife. 

Very special thanks are due to the committee for their 
time in helping make this year's Galveston picnic the best 
yet. They are: Secretary Sharon Deats, Buyer LaNett Hayes, 
Clerk Terri Burgess. Secretary Darlene Hinojosa, Cable 
Assemblers Beverly Hildebrand , Patti Reid , and Johnnie Sub
jects, PBX-Typist Beverly Enge, and Welding Leadman Dan 
Jones .-Sharon Deats. 

Top- Pointing at something across the table Patricia, wife of 
Drafting Supervisor Robert Marton, stretches in front of non
chalant Mechanical Department Manager Mack E. Towns at the 
Galveston picnic in July. Next to top-Galveston picnickers eating 
ribs, beans, and potato salad in the shade of a patio roof are 
Cable Mechanic Christopher Schultz (from the left) and Teresa and 
Pam, daughters of Mechanic E. Earl Floyd . Next to bottom-Roger 
Coker, assistant shop supervisor, enjoys a laugh with Eletha, 
wife of Mechanical Department Manager Mack Towns. Bottom
Keeping cool in the pool are, from the left: Jason and Mandy, 
children of Secretary Sharon Deats; Donald, Jr., son of Buyer 
Donald Marquise; and Sandy, daughter of Cable Assembler Beverly 
Hildebrand . The picnic was held in Carbide County Park, Texas. 

Top-Mechanical Shop Supervisor Otis Johnston points out somethi 
interest to his wife, Linda (behind him), and Mar:zee (from the 
wife of lab and shops General Manager Joe D. Shivers; Teresa, da 
of Joe and Marzee; and Bubba, their son, during the Galveston 
Center-Slugging a softball into the wild blue yonder w~s one f 
pastime of Galveston picnickers in Carbide County Park, Hitchcock, 
Bottom-Trudi (from the right), wife of Digital Equipment E 
Hank Osseweijer, is on her way to see what everyone is wa 
Others are Cable Shop Supervisor Robert Watson; Assistant General 
ager John Mollere; Eletha, wife of Mechanical Department Manager 
Towns; and Sylvia, wife of Eledranic Department Manager John 
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-Pointing at something across the table Patricia, wife of 
·ing Supervisor Robert Marton, stretches in front of non
mt Mechanical Department Manager Mack E. Towns at the 
eston picnic in July. Next to top-Galveston picnickers eating 
beans, and potato salad in the shade of a patio roof are 

e Mechanic Christopher Schultz: (from the left) and Teresa and 
daughters of Mechanic E. Earl Floyd. Next to bottom-Roger 

r, assistant shop supervisor, enjoys a laugh with Eletha, 
of Mechanical Department Manager Mack Towns. Bottom

ing cool in the pool are, from the left: Jason and Mandy, 
ren of Secretary Sharon Deats; Donald, Jr., son of Buyer 
1ld Marquise; and Sandy, daughter of Cable Assembler Beverly 
brand. The picnic was held in Carbide County Park, Texas. 

Top-Mechanical Shop Supervisor Otis Johnston points out something of 
interest to his wife, Lindo (behind him), and Mor:i~ee (from the left), 
wife of lob and shops General Manager Joe D. Shivers; Teresa, daughter 
of Joe and Marz:ee; and Bubba, their son, during the Galveston picnic. 
Center-Slugging a softball into the wild blue yonder was one favorite 
pastime of Galveston picnickers in Carbide County Park, Hitchcock, Texas. 
Bottom-Trudi (from the right), wife of Digital Equipment Engineer 
Hank Osseweijer, is on her way to see what everyone is watching. 
Others are Cable Shop Supervisor Robert Watson; Assistant General Man
ager John Mollere; Eletha, wife of Mechanical Department Manager Mack 
Towns; and Sylvia, w ife of Eledronic Department Manager John Maines. 
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Top-Welding Leadman Don Jones (left) and Mechanical Shop 
Supervisor Otis Johnston ore about to engage in o game 
of horseshoes at the Galveston picnic. Center-Enjoying 
picnic "eats" ore Digital Equipment Engineer Hank Osse
weijer (right); "Kicki" (second from right), wife of Morine 
Testing Specialist Charles Sebastian; and Patricio, wife of 
Drafting Supervisor Robert Morton (across the table), as 
an unidentified picnicker attempts to turn the tables on 
the photographer. Bottom-Field Supervisor Monroe Taylor 
grins as wife Viette (holding up cup) and Van, wife of 
Field Supervisor Roscoe Sullivan (between them), look over 
at the camera_ Clerk Janice McAdams (at the right) and 
Coble Assemblers Donna Dyer (next to her) and Lorene Moore 
(across table) seem to be having o pretty good time, too. 



From the left front around the table Party 176 members enjoying 
their production party and dinner are: Engineer Richard Pittenger, 
Mechanic Alfredo Tinoco, Agent Rafael Cevallos, Chief Observer 
Tony Opp, Sharan Operator Terry (The Mighty Ouim) Quinn, 
Seaman Mark Jahn, Captain Wilmer (Tiny) Williams, Co-ordinator 

THE WEDDING blessing of Karen Ann Priester and Daniel L. 
Davis was celebrated in Austin, Texas, on May 24. Father 
Leroy Clementich performed the blessing for Daniel and 
Karen , the daughter of Office Manager W. C. (Willie) and 
Barbara Priester. London. in the private Chapel of the 
Holy Cross Fathers on the St. Edward's University campus 
in Austin . 

Karen, a junior at St. Edward's. is studyi ng pre-medical 
biology. She has been on the dean's list every semester since 
she entered the university. During the spring semester of 
1975 she was elected to the Tau chapter of the Alpha Chi 
national honor society and is now ranked in the top 10% 
of university students in the United States. She is a source 
of great pride to her mother and her father , who has been 
in Western 's London office since 1965. 

Dan is also pursuing his education at St. Edward's Uni
versity with a full schedule of classes while employed full 
time after school hours. 
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Bill Geer, Observer Julio Gutierrez, Party Manager Garry Skinner, 
Assistant Observer Dana Piblinger, and Mechanic Ross (Pre) 
Egglestone. The crew sends special thanks ta the members who 
were unable to attend their well-deserved production party and 
dinner. Party 176 is now operating out of Guayaquil, Ecuador. 

At the wedding blessing of Daniel L. Davis and Karen Priester, 
daughter of London Office Manager W. C. (Willie) Priester, are, 
from the left: Father Leroy Clementich; Jack Davis, Dan's father 
and best man; Daniel; Karen; and Cindy, Karen's maid of honor. 
The blessing was performed in a chapel in Austin, Texas. 

SEVERAL GROUP R-6 geophysical technicians h: 
from or returned to college since last summer. 
nician Kenneth Crews and Junior Technician 
both graduates of the University of Houston o 
were taken to a lunch in their honor by Group 

Junior Technicians Anthony Hernandez, repor 
R-6 news in the Summer 1975 PROFILE. and 
have returned to college to complete their educ: 
is attending Texas A & M University. 

In other news, we have acquired two new 
June . They are Junior Geophysical Technician: 
Gurski and D avid John Morrow. 

Nearly all of us have just finished taking 
course offered by our safety department. 

Once a month , someone in Group R-6 recei 
honor in the form of a delicious cake baked 
baker, Junior Geophysical Technician Earl 
Eunice Fay Hoffer. 

VICTORIA, TEXAS, is the new home of Party : 
July 12 and also added some personnel. NeYI 
are Drillers Glenn Wright, Barney Neal, and 

Louise Johanson , wife of Party Manager I 
had a coffee for all of the wives on the crew. 1 
were Helen Wright, Marie Neal , Becky Sk 
Davis, Peggy Smith, and Addie Gianellani . 

Once again Assistant Party Manager Gerald 
Marsha are back with us after two month~ 
west Texas. 

Many of the crew have taken vacations d1 
mer. Observer Jack Skaaning, wife Becky. ar 
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, Observer Julio Gutierrez. Party Manager Garry Skinner, 

Observer Dana Piblinger, and Mechanic Ross (Pre) 
1e. The crew sends special thanks to the members who 
able to attend their well-deserved production party and 
'arty 176 is now operating out of Guayaquil, Ecuador . 

he wedding blessing of Daniel L. Davis and Karen Priester, 
1hter of London Office Manager W. C. (Willie) Priester, are, 

the left: Father Leroy Clementich; Jack Davis, Dan's father 
best man; Daniel; Karen; and Cindy, Karen's maid of honor . 
blessing was performed in a chapel in Austin, Texas. 

THE WESTERN United States and Alaska office reports from 
beautiful Englewood, Colorado, to keep friends up to date 
on our comings and goings. Many of us have had exciting 
vacations in the past year. 

Field Supervisor G. C. (Gordon) Langston and his family 
had a marvelous (if expe nsive!) holiday in France. Lee and 
Supervisor B. A. (Bill) Rosser and Bill's mother met his 
sister's family in Silverton. Colorado, for a lovely week of 
riding jeep trails and generally exploring the area. 

Senior Party Chief Ric ar s pent few days of his 
vacation this sum salv ge i garden after a 
hail storm a ost p of tl1e unhelpful 

e b"gges sq ash! 
at ho e F1 Supervisor 

t in children 

Come see us!-Darla Sergeant. 

SEVERAL GROUP R-6 geophysical technicians have graduated 
from or returned to college since last summer. Senior tech
nician Kenneth Crews and Junior Technician Clint Weber, 
both graduates of the University of Houston on August 16, 
were taken to a lunch in their honor by Group R-6. 

Junior Technicians Anthony Hernandez, reporter for Group 
R-6 news in the Summer 1975 PROFILE. and Patricia Nix 
have returned to college to complete their education. Patricia 
is at tending Texas A & M University. 

Tn other news, we have acquired two new people since 
June. They are Junior Geophysical Technicians Adam Mike 
Gurski and David John Morrow. 

Nearly all of us have just finished taking a First Aid 
course offered by our safety department. 

Once a month, someone in Group R-6 receives a birthday 
honor in the form of a delicious cake baked by our own 
baker, Junior Geophysical Technician Earl Banks, Jr.
Eunice Fay Hoffer. 

VICTORIA, TEXAS, is the new home of Party 21. We moved 
July 12 and also added some personnel. New on the crew 
are Drillers Glenn Wright. Barney Neal, and Mark Schulte. 

Louise Johanson. wife of Party Manager Lyle Johanson, 
had a coffee for all of the wives on the crew. Those attending 
were Helen Wright, Marie Neal. Becky Skaaning, Phylis 
Davis, Peggy Smith, and Addie Gianellani. 

Once again Assistant Party Manager Gerald Jasko and wife 
Marsha are back with us after two months on crews in 
west Texas. 

Many of the crew have taken vacations during the sum
mer. Observer Jack Skaaning, wife Becky. and their family 
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spent their vacation v1s1ting Becky's parents in Huntsville, 
Texas. and fishing in the Gulf of Mexico. Martha and Cable 
Pusher Eddie Diver and family went to Rockdale . Texas. on 
their time off. Waco and Dallas, Texas. were the places 
visited by Helper Albert Davis and his wife, Phylis. 

Peggy and Shooter Ray Smith and their son spent their 
vacation in Mexia and Dallas, Texas: and Driller Lupe 
Navarro and wife Tina visited Pleasanton. Permit Agents 
0. T. Moore. Stanley Ross. and John McMinn vacationed in 
Lockhart. Texas; California: and Mississippi, respectively. 
Fishing in the Gulf and doing a Jot of resting were the 
activities enjoyed by Party Manager Lyle Johanson and his 
wife, Louise, during their vacation . 

Merry Christmas to all Westerners from Party 21.
Louise Johanson. 

GALWAY, IRELAND, August 4-Party 83 and the Helen Basse 
made a port call for the installation of shoran navigation 
equipment, and the ship was ready for more work off the 
coast of Ireland. 

During our port call, a small reception was held for a 
number of national and local officials. National representa
tives were from the Republic of Ireland parliament and the 
Harbour Board. Local representatives included the harbour 
master, a member of his staff, a county development officer, 
and a director of Kelly Shipping (Western's agent in Galway). 

The He/en Basse rests in calm dock waters at Galway, Ireland. 
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Don Bailey (second from left), party manager of Party 83, 
proudly shows the drawings for the Helen Basse to three of 
the crew's distinguished guests at port in Galway, Ireland. 

Co-ordinator John Evans {right) explains part of the Helen 
Basse's equipment to one of Party 83's interested visitors. 

The visitors were welcomed aboard by Party Manager Don 
Bailey. Co-ordinator John Evans, Navigation Engineer Mal
colm Dennison, and Gravity Operator Peter Burris. · These 
Western specialists gave the distinguished visitors a complete 
tour of the vessel and furnished full explanations of the 
operations and various equipment. 

This short but impressive reception and tour were cul
minated with coffee and cake served by Cook Ali Abdi Jama 
and his assistant, Cook's Helper Chris Vecoli. 

We have other news about the crew members. Assistant 
Co-ordinator Dave Boyle has returned from his vacation in 
Canada, where he learned to rope and ride the wild Canadian 
horses. Wedding bells are soon to ring for Helper Manfred 
Hilgers and a lovely Danish girl. Writing from Egypt, where 
he now works on Party 74, Assistant Party Manager Bill 
Perkins says that he is enjoying the beach but it surely is a 
long way to the water! 

Demonstrating the satellite navigation system to the Galway vis
itors is Party 83 Navigations Engineer Malcolm Dennison {left). 

• • • • 
• • 

The Helen Basse was due back in Denmark in the fall for 
repairs and maintenance at the shipyard. We all hated to 
leave Galway but hope to return there. 

From the Helen Basse and Party 83, Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year to all Western personnel and families 
everywhere.-Don Bailey . 
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BEYERL Y ZAN BAKER, daughter of Operations Mar 
H. and Mildred Baker, of Houston, was married 1 

Thomas Carpenter, Jr., last spring in a candlelight 

Beverly Zan Baker and William T. Carpenter were me 
spring in Tallowood Baptist Church, Houston . Operatic 
z. H. {Zane)" Boker and his wife, Mildred, are Bever 

at the Ta11owood Baptist Church in Houston. ~ 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William T. Carpe 
Houston. 

Maid of honor was Sandy Baker, sister of ti 
Beverly is a graduate of Westchester Hi~ 

Houston and a senior at the University of ~ 
graduate of the university, is employed in Moab 
the couple now lives.-Dorothy Huebel. 

DEATH TAKES KOPPER. Veteran Western SI 
Kopper, 48, was killed June 13 in an accident i 

California. As he was en route home to Greyb 
for his mother's funeral, his truck van sudden 
highway and hit an embankment. Stan's bacl 
and he died instantly. Cause of the accident is 

Del Hill, party manager of Party V-21, f< 
was currently working near West Sacramen 
went to Colfax and made arrangements for t 
shipped to Greybull. 
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BEVERLY ZAN BAKER, daughter of Operations Manager Zane 
H . and Mildred Baker, of Houston, was married to William 
Thomas Carpenter, Jr. , last spring in a candlelight ceremony 

Beverly Zan Baker and William T. Carpenter were married in the 
spring in Tallowood Baptist Church, Houston. Operations Manager 
Z. H. (Zane} Baker and his wife, Mildred, are Beverly's parents. 

at the Tallowood Baptist Church in Houston. The groom is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William T. Carpenter, also of 
Houston. 

Maid of honor was Sandy Baker, sister of the bride. 
Beverly is a graduate of Westchester High School in 

Houston and a senior at the University of Texas. Bill, a 
graduate of the university, is employed in Moab, Utah , where 
the couple now lives.-Dorothy Huebel. 

DEATH TAKES KOPPER. Veteran Western Shooter Stanley 
Kopper, 48, was killed June 13 in an accident east of Colfax, 
California. As he was en route home to Greybull, Wyoming, 
for his mother's funeral, his truck van suddenly crossed the 
highway and hit an embankment. Stan's back was broken, 
and he died instantly. Cause of the accident is not known. 

Del Hill, party manager of Party V-21, for which Stan 
was currently working near West Sacramento, California, 
went to Colfax and made arrangements for the body to be 
shipped to Greybull. 
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Stanley Kopper was killed in an auto accident in June. Here he 
loads a hole in Wyoming in 1971 when he worked on Party 36. 

Double funeral services were held for the Westerner and 
his mother in Greybull. Representing Western at Stan's funeral 
were Permit Agent Carl B. Sivage, accompanied by his wife, 
Evelyn. One of the pallbearers for Stan's mother was a former 
Westerner, Willis D . Smith, who lives in the area and who 
most recently worked on Party 96 in Alaska last winter. 

Hired by B. W. (Red) Brown for Party 8 in 1951 in 
Worland , Wyoming, Stan started as a jug hustler but later 
was transferred to shooting and worked on both land and 
marine crews. In recent years he had served mostly in the 
Rocky Mountain area. He was at times a crew photographer 
for the PROFILE, and his Bronco truck indicated other hobbies 
as it was usually equipped with fishing rods, rock hammers, 
and horticultural items. 

Stan was well liked by all who came in contact with him, 
and he will be missed by Westerners who have worked with 
him through the years. 

APOLOGIES. An error caused the inadvertent om1ss10n of 
a paragraph from Joe W. Thomas' 30-Year story in the Fall 
1975 issue of the PROFILE. The missing paragraph, which was 
replaced with an uncorrected version of another paragraph 
already in the story, should have read as follows. 

Joe worked as a driller-mechanic for many of his years 
with Western; but when back trouble forced him to give up 
drilling, he became a permit agent. Over the last five years, 
since he received his 25-Year Service Pin , he has permitted 
for Parties V-5, 21, an 32 in Florida, Texas, and Louisiana, 
and has been with Hart~ Vi 1, Beeville, for the last 
two and a half 

BACK OVER. In m mo ) Tobin, 
a Westerner for ma y 
Christmas back cov is re ri ted on this PROFILE. Wing, who 
passed away early t is y r, c ntributed the beautiful Engl ish 
script Merry Chris as. h se same words, or their equivalent, 
were written, in 1958 ¥ other Western employees in their 
native or ancestral emgues. The languages shown are Arabic, 
Assyrian, Chines , Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, 
Persian, Philippine, Polish, Portuguese, Russian , Spanish, 
Swedish, Syrian, Ukranian, and Urdu. 
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32 YEARS 
*Satterwhite, C. W., Jr. 

31 YEARS 
Ferguson, John G. 

30YEARS 
Towns, Mack E. 

29 YEARS 
Frisbee, Donald 0. 
Hull, Lowell D. 

28 YEARS 
*Amato, John J. 

26 YEARS 
Dunn, LeoJ. 
Nicholls, Robert L. 
Selzer, Edward 
Thigpen, Ben B. 

25 YEARS 
Mercer,Richard 
Webb, John W. 

24 YEARS 
Brents, Louie H. 

*Hollander. John E. 
*Riley, Wilbur 

23 YEARS 
Pacheco. Jose R. 

22 YEARS 
·:· coull, John T. 
Hudson, William M. 
Saltamachia, Joe G. 

20 YEARS 
Brenda. Augusto 

'' Fontana, Paride 
Larsen. Palmer L. 
Scroggins, Billy 0. 

·~ Williams , Edmund 

19 YEARS 
Hirka, Bohdan 

''' Picchiani, Ugo 
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THEY SERVE 
Service Anniversaries . .. October, November, December 

18 YEARS 
Alves, August George 

':' Bennett. Thomas G. 

17 YEARS 
Birdsong, D. L. 
Hendricks, John L 

15 YEARS 
':' Van Reek, Jock 

':'Creel, El ood 
•:•Cuba ose Herrera 
Cuct'ls, William C. 
Van Buskirk, Hector A. 

11 YEARS 
Delahoussey, Leo 

•:•Duguay, Jean P. 
McCool, T. D. 
Miller, Larry E. 

':' Picchiani, Roberto 
Reginald, Victor A. 
Richardson, William E. 
Scott, Peter J. 

':'Sergeant, Darla J. 
Viney, Dennis G. 

10 YEARS 
Creel Larry L. 

·:· Fair, Gary Lynn 
•:•Hegberg, Dennis 
•:•Ki nast , Ernest 

Kitchen, William A. 
Martin, Eugene H . 

':'Skaaning, Jack 
Young, Brian 

9 YEARS 
Bass, Ronald P. 
Clark, Ellis W., III 

Colazilli, Renato 
Di Francesco, Salvatore 
Grira, Ahmed Ali 
Hancock, Guy J. 
Harding, Peter W. 
Harvey, Henry J . 
Hornsby, James M. 
Lombardo, Umberto 
Mutten, Victor H. 
Peck, F. Roy 
Phillips, Clifton J . 

':' Rackham, Sydney 
Robblee , Leonard 
Rupert, John H. 

':'Schneider, S. Gerald 
':'Stracquadaneo, Giuseppe 
Ynverricht , Henri J. 

u Chang Sheng 

· B im, ariarosa 
Bra ley, li·an R. J. 

'''Crewe, Ga ield 
Crissman, D iel L 
Goodman, Dea E. 
Hough, Derek 
King, Edwin L. 

*Lee, Frank D. 
*Lister. Mario P. 
McRainey, Richard E. 
Rizzetto, Antonio 
Sadler, Terry J. 
Skinner, Garry 
Spears, Tom A. 
Stanland, Russell 0 . 

':'Truter, Michael D. 
':'Waldron, Rodney C. 
':'Weast, Carl Lee 
Whitaker, Vernon W. 

7 YEARS 
Barker, Josh W. 
Boutet, Mayette 
Chua, Kim Siang 
Clark, Donald R. 
Foo, Chiang Chew 
Handy, Edward E. 
Jumbo, Justo D. 
Kenny, James 
Kotzebue, David W. 
Merlino, Francisco 
Morrison, Anthony E. 

•:• Navarro, Lupe L. 
Rosene, Arthur H. 

•:•shayka, Walter 
Tripodi, Rocco F. 
Tryon, Dennis W. 

*Ward, William R. 
':'Wooten, Jimmy E. 

6 YEARS 
Barber, Gertrude L. 

Bellotti, Giulio 
Brera, Carlo 
Bustos, Juan 
Camacho, Mario 
Cantu, Joe 
Catron, John D. 
Champion, Doyle L. 
Chew, Keng Mooi 
Di Gesualdo, Roberto 
Edwards, Bobby D. 
Gabrieli, Tomaso 
Gautreaux, Willis E. 
Graham, Jack Q. 
Grirardelli , Dolmino 
Hill, James 
Johnston, Charles S. 
Kamp, Gerald W. 

':' Marani , Maurizio 
Marlett, Carl W. 

;'McManus, Michael J. 
Miller, Alfred F. 
Molinari, Lorenzo 
Nichols, Martha N. 
Petitt, Linda A. 
Ronchitelli, Giovanni 
Samaritana, Antonio 

* Scavelli, Salvatore 
Schulz, Karl H. 
Soffientini, Giovanni 

* lnterrupted S ervice 
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Tang, Peng Yew 
Trasforini, Luciano 
Wallace, Richard A. 

5 YEARS 
Asay, Harris H. 
Bice, John W. 

*Black, Marcus G. 
Blunden, Leonard R. 

':'Brizzell, Brian J. 
Byrne, Michael P. 
Carpenter, James V. 
Crowell, Jarett L. 
Cymbala, Stephen C . 
Egglestone, George 
Goodwin, William G. 
Gribble, Douglas A. 
Hall, Ernest C. 
Hare, Bruce L. 
Hudnall, Joseph C. 
Leighton, T. N. 
Player, Lynda A. 

*Richinski, Fred 
Sanders, Wilburn L. 
Scott, Parker W. 
Thomson, Jack P. 
Vloerbergh, Francescus J. 

MARIANNE CLARKE, Editor 
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!mber, December 

Bellotti, Giulio 
Brera, Carlo 
Bustos, Juan 
Camacho, Mario 
Cantu, Joe 
Catron, John D. 
Champion, Doyle L. 
Chew, Keng Mooi 
Di Gesualdo, Roberto 
Edwards, Bobby D. 
Gabrieli , Tomaso 
Gautreaux, Willis E. 
Graham, Jack Q. 
Grirardelli, Dolmino 
Hill, James 
Johnston, Charles S. 
Kamp, Gerald W. 

•:•Marani, Maurizio 
Marlett, Carl W. 

~·McManus, Michael J. 
Miller, Alfred F. 
Molinari , Lorenzo 
Nichols, Martha N. 
Petitt, Linda A. 
Ronchitelli, Giovanni 
Samaritana, Antonio 

*Scavelli, Salvatore 
Schulz, Karl H. 
Soffientini, Giovanni 

• Int errupted Service 
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Tang, Peng Yew 
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